
'Book and closet smart'

Emily Neill digs deep
A CLOSET CAN BE A SCARY PLACE, especially if you do not know how to dress yourself. A Brookline woman
has developed a business to help woman facing that common problem and starts with a personal visit.

EMILY NEILL, a mother
of one who owns
Brookline's Closet
Smarts, offers wardrobe
revamping (putting
outfits together), fashion
tuning (defining looks for
work and play) and
personal shopping (help
avoiding fashion don'ts).

Part organizer, part
fashion advisor, Neill
sheds light on clients'
wardrobe choices to
make them look better,
and perhaps more
important, feel better.
Neill's clients range in
age from 22-65;
approximately one
quarter are men.

I knew she must be good
at her craft when she arrived at my apartment looking chic on a hot day in her fourth month of pregnancy (a
state she describes as 'fashion with a bump'). A small jewel embedded in her nose gave me hope that she
would be flexible. I was correct — her fluid philosophy is punctuated by only two rules: 'no tapered pants and
pleats look bad'.

Earlier that day, a call from my mother, who considers the day I turned 13 when she lost control of my
wardrobe to be "outfit Armageddon," heightened my apprehension of Neill's visit.

"How is she going to put together that funky stuff?" wondered my mother, putting a spin on the word funky
that translated more as 'odoriferous' than 'wild.' "Yours certainly is an odd closet situation."

My 'situation' did not seem to faze Neill, who founded Closet Smarts four years ago and charges $300
for an initial closet revamp. The process takes approximately four hours and begins with sorting clothes by
color. "I don't have a lot of closet space," she admitted while she worked, "but I do have a small shoe and
purse closet."
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Before she rummages through your closet, Neill plumbs your psyche with a 63-question questionnaire, which
reads, "In terms of me seeing your body, home, closet, bedroom, would you consider yourself: A. very modest,
B. a little shy, C. flexible, D. very open? and, Did you pay for the clothes yourself growing up, or did your

parents pay for them? Some combination thereof?"

I was still pondering her queries when Neill pulled an Italian micro
mini skirt with a trailing piece of fabric bought at a yard sale for
$1 (sorry Mother) out of my closet.

"What is this?" she asked, a query that would be repeated as she
unearthed a pair of hockey leggings and a vintage wool jumpsuit
missing a belt, which I do not wear since it makes me feel like I
am being attacked by fire ants.

"I'm being nicer than I usually am," Neill said as the pile of
possible discards mounted rapidly. (She made it clear that the
final discard decision was mine.) For each fashion train wreck she
found, she offered positive comments such as, "these red pants
are good," and, "that color is wonderful on you."

Draping the Italian skirt around her neck and fluffing it, Neill suggested it would make a good shawl. One of
her gifts is her humor and her ability to see new possibilities in clothes that may not feel fresh to clients who
have been staring at them, stumped, for some time.

HANDS ON, HUMAN APPROACH
NEILL, WHO HAS FLUCTUACTED between size two and 12 and
been through two pregnancies, is empathetic. "No matter what
size you are, you can look good in well-proportioned clothes," said
Neill, who reported that even size zeros have bad days.

Although she has since left the program to focus on Closet Smarts,
Neill was working on her PhD in feminist theory at Harvard
Divinity School. She has a masters degree in women's studies and
religion and it is clear that her profound understanding of women
allows her to tread fashion's deep shallow dichotomy with aplomb.
"This process opens the door to feeling empowered, though it
seems superficial," said Neill.
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NEXT STEP
AFTER THE DEADWOOD IS CULLED, Neill creates outfits using a
digital camera, leaving the client's head out of the picture
[apparently the head encumbers good dressing in more ways than
one]. Clients receive a portfolio of pre-made outfits upon which
to base future choices and a 'prescription' of suggested items to
consider buying [mine read in part, "boob darts" and "black
pants"]. "Most clients, within a week, say, 'Someone at work said I
look different," said Neill."

For some, the next step is shopping with Neill, who charges $50
per hour for the service. Typically she will ask a client to select
the clothing they would normally choose, in the process revealing
prejudices. Then Neill steps in and makes recommendations,
modeling healthy clothing choices and helping the client avoid
mistakes like vintage pant suits made of punishing fabrics.

One customer, a client for two years, was looking for shirts, capris
and summer tops. "In 1.5 hours, we got her whole summer
wardrobe," said Neill. "I'm not trying to make people over in my
image. I'm trying to make the best version of them."

BLOG ON
THOSE LOOKING FOR SARTORIAL guidance, a hint of her personality or recommendations about where to find
specific lines should make Neill's blog, posted on her website under 'fashion blog,' required reading.

Snapshots of Neill in various outfits accompany the text which
contains gems such as, "who CAN'T use a pair of simple bronze
shoes in their wardrobe?" and, "Wore these high heeled Candy-
styled black slip-ons with a nice wood heel to add a little sass."

Neill is writing a book tentatively titled Dressing Better for Every
Body, which is slated to be published this spring by Fair Winds
Press, a division of Rockport Publishing. She hopes to base her
next tome on Closet Smarts.

617.797.4079
www.closetsmarts.com
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